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view is that introns were added very late in evolution, even in
the last few million years, and thus have nothing to do with the
rearrangement of pieces of genes. There is no exon shuffling
on this picture. A third, intermediate view, popular in its own
right, is that the introns arose at the initiation of multicellularity. In this picture, the Cambrian explosion used introns to
create exon shuffling and a profusion of new genes. The idea
of exon shuffling is that introns are as hot spots for genetic
recombination, which is a property that introns would have
solely because of their length. Introns affect the rate of
homologous recombination between exons in a way that scales
with length, but, more importantly, they affect nonhomologous
recombination as the square of their length. Consider a new
gene made by a new combination of regions of earlier genes by
an unequal crossing-over event, a rare event at the DNA level,
that matches small, similar sequences between two DNAs. To
make a new protein that contains the first part of one protein
with the second part of another requires such a rare, and in
frame, event. However, if the regions that encode parts of the
protein are separated by 1,000–10,000-base-long introns along
the DNA, a process of unequal crossing-over occurring anywhere within that intron between the exons will create a new
combination of exons. There is a combinatorial number of
ways to find the matching of short sequences to initiate the
unequal crossing over, and thus the recombination process will
go a million to a hundred million times faster in the presence
of an intron. This is a great enhancement of the rate of creation
of new genes.
The Exon Theory of Genes (2) is a specific statement of the
idea that the first genes were made of small pieces. The crucial
elements of that theory are that the very first genes and exons
represented small polypeptide chains '15–20 amino acids
long, that the basic method used by evolution to make new
genes was to shuffle the exons, and that a major trend of
evolution was then to lose introns and to fuse small exons
together to make complicated exons. (The first enzymes
probably were aggregates of such short gene products, but
these ur-exons were soon tied together by an intronyexon
system so that the proteins would have a covalently connected
backbone.)
The dominant evolutionary processes are thus to be recombination within introns, the sliding and drift of introns to
change amino acid sequence around their borders, and the loss
of introns, which can change the gene structure but does not
affect protein structure. The strength of this concept is its
argument that one searches sequence space not by amino acids
and point mutations but by larger elements. We might compare a protein to a sentence. It is easier to understand the
sentence as made up of words rather than simply as a string of
letters.

ABSTRACT
We discuss two tests of the hypothesis that
the first genes were assembled from exons. The hypothesis of
exon shuff ling in the progenote predicts that intron phases
will be correlated so that exons will be an integer number of
codons and predicts that the exons will be correlated with
compact regions of polypeptide chain. These predictions have
been tested on ancient conserved proteins (proteins without
introns in prokaryotes but with introns in eukaryotes) and
hold with high statistical significance. We conclude that
introns are correlated with compact features of proteins 15-,
22-, or 30-amino acid residues long, as was predicted by ‘‘The
Exon Theory of Genes.’’
The role of introns and exons in the history of genes has been
the subject of debate between two extreme positions. One side
holds that introns were used to assemble the first genes, an
‘‘introns-early’’ view (1, 2), and the other side maintains that
introns were added during evolution to break up previously
continuous genes, an ‘‘introns-late’’ view (3, 4). This discussion
has a significant impact on our conceptions about the way
genes were constructed in the first cells. Unfortunately, the two
sides make opposing judgments about each piece of evidence,
and no decisive evidence has yet been agreed upon.
For example, in the context of phylogenies, that bacteria
have no introns whereas vertebrates have many introns is
interpreted differently by the two sides. One view is that
introns were there originally and were simply lost; the alternative view is that they were gained. In homologous genes, one
often finds introns in similar but not identical positions between genes separated by great evolutionary distances. The
early-intronists say that these positions represent the same
original intron, possibly moved slightly in position (intron drift
or sliding). The late-intronists say that it is obvious that introns
could not have existed in such closely neighboring positions in
a single original gene and that, because introns could not have
moved, these near coincidences must be evidence of insertion.
There have been efforts to correlate introns with the threedimensional structure of proteins. The introns-late view denies
that there are any such correlations and asserts that introns
behave as though they were inserted randomly into the structure of genes (5). Alternatively, the early-intron position
generally affirms such a connection but, up to now, has not
been able to muster any strong statistical evidence. Recently,
however, we have defined such a correlation in a way that
yields strong statistical support (6).
There are three possible scenarios for the evolutionary
history of introns. One is that there were introns at the very
beginning of evolution and that during evolution they were lost
or, possibly, mostly lost and some added. This complex of ideas
is ‘‘The Exon Theory of Genes’’ (2). The extreme alternative
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How are introns lost? The most direct way is retroposition.
A spliced RNA transcript of a gene with an intronyexon
structure is copied back into cDNA by a reverse transcriptase,
and that DNA is inserted into the chromosome within an
intron of a previously existing gene. Splicing can now make that
element serve as a complex exon in a new gene. (This process
makes pseudogenes, if the reinsertion does not fall under a
promoter.) A clear example of this process was worked out in
the jingwei gene system in Drosophila (7).
The argument that the first exons were 15–20 amino acids
long does not have direct support in today’s exon distribution,
which peaks at lengths of 35–40-amino acid residues (8). In
terms of exon fusion, we expect that there has been, on
average, two or three acts of fusion in going from the original
15–20-amino acid long exons to the pieces that are being
shuffled today.
That protein evolution begins with 15–20-residue polypeptides, essentially small ORFs, whose products are just long
enough to have some shape in solution (or as an aggregate)
provides an answer to the classic problem of how long proteins
evolved. Although it is impossible to find one of (20)200
sequences by a random process (there is not enough carbon in
the universe), all short fragments 15–20-residues long can be
found in a few mols of material.
Although we have described the Exon Theory of Genes as
involving DNA-based introns and exons, the theory flows
naturally out of an RNA world view (9) that (i) pictures RNA
genetic material creating (by splicing) RNA enzymes to do all
of the biochemistry, (ii) introduces then activated amino acids,
one by one, to build up oligopeptides to support ribozyme
function, and, finally, (iii) uses 20 amino acids, short exons, and
mRNA splicing to create protein enzymes. This RNA world
picture is supported by the ribosome’s RNA-based peptidebond catalysis, by the spliceosome’s RNA enzyme-based splicing mechanism, and by the essential RNA involvement in DNA
synthesis and the biosynthesis of the DNA precursors (10).
How can one devise any proofs or disproofs of these
attitudes about the origin of genes? The polar views make
different predictions, which can be tested (8, 11). The theory
that introns are present today because there was exon shuffling
in the original genes makes certain predictions about intron
position and phase whereas theories that the introns were
added to DNA sequence by a random process make different
predictions. One example of such an introns-added theory is
the hypothesis of a transposable element that bears splicing
signals on its ends. If such an element were to insert into a gene,
its RNA transcript would be spliced out, and the gene product
would be unaffected. An element of this kind could spread
through the genome as selfish DNA and put introns everywhere.
Intron Phase Predictions
The first set of predictions involves intron phase, the position
of the intron within a codon. Even though there is no signature
on the message after an intron has been spliced out, the intron
position along the DNA can be referenced to the ultimate
protein sequence. An intron can lie either between the codons,
phase 0, after the first base, phase 1, or after the second base,
phase 2. This is an evolutionarily conserved property if the
intron remains present in the gene. If the introns had been
inserted into the DNA, there would be no ‘‘phase’’ preference
at the point of insertion. That insertion, as a DNA process,
could take note of DNA sequence but not protein sequence.
If, on the other hand, the exons had been shuffled and
exchanged, the simplest model would have all introns in the
same phase so that every combination between exons would
work. Thus, introns-early predicts phase bias, and introns-late
predicts (in its simplest form) equal numbers in each phase.
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A second property is phase correlation. Consider an exon
bounded by introns. If the two introns had been inserted into
a continuous gene, there could be no necessary relation
between the phases of the intron that lies before and the intron
that lies after the exon. The two events of insertion, and hence
the phases, should be uncorrelated. On the other hand, if the
exon had been inserted into a previously existing intron, then
the phases of the intron on either side should be the same so
that the reading frame will continue across it. That is, exon
shuffling suggests that exons should be multiples of three
bases. Intron addition makes no such commitment.
How might one test these predictions? We constructed a
database of exons by going to GenBank, identifying all genes
with introns, purging that set to remove related genes, and
getting a set of quasi-independent genes: 1636 genes with 9192
internal exons from GenBank 84 (8). We then looked at a
special subset of those eukaryotic genes: those that have
homologous sequences in the prokaryotes. In our database,
there were 296 such genes with 1496 introns (8). These genes
have the following essential property: They are prokaryotic
genes that are colinear with a region of an eukaryotic gene.
The prokaryotic gene has no introns; the region of eukaryotic
gene has introns. Any introns-late model requires that all of
these introns be inserted because there cannot have been exon
shuffling for these sequences. Although one might argue in
general, for eukaryotic sequences, that they could have been
made by exon shuffling, these particular parts of eukaryotic
sequence cannot be so made because they are orthologous and
thus derive from the cenancestor. In an introns-late picture, all
the introns in these homologous regions must be derived. They
must have been inserted, and so they should show no phase bias
and no phase correlations. According to the introns-early
model, there should be such correlations because some or all
of these introns originated in the progenote where these genes
were assembled by exon shuffling.
In fact, this subset of introns in ancient, conserved regions
does show a phase bias: 55% are in phase 0, 24% are in phase
1, and 21% are in phase 2. (The alternative model predicts
33%, 33%, and 33%.) Still more interesting, from a biological
viewpoint, there is an excess of symmetric exons, symmetric
pairs of exons, triples, and quadruples of exons. Table 1 shows
these data (8). All of these sets show an excess of multiples of
three, significant at about the 1% level. This is the first strong
argument for the existence of ancient introns. The excess of
symmetric exons in these ancient conserved regions is predicted in a simple way by the idea that the introns were used
to assemble the first gene, but it is not predicted by an
insertional model without special biochemical pleadings that
forces this result to happen. (One might, in principle, argue
that introns inserted into special sequences on the DNA, like
AGuGT, and that these sequences might show a bias relative to
amino acid sequence to generate a phase bias. To this one
might then add the ad hoc assumption that the splicing
mechanism sees both ends of the exon and likes it to be a
Table 1.

Intron correlations in ancient conserved regions
Observedyexpected

Sets of exons

Symmetric

Asymmetric

x2

P

1
2
3
4

562y515 (9%)
439y400 (10%)
348y309 (13%)
267y238 (12%)

725y772
530y569
400y439
312y341

7.1
6.5
8.4
6.0

0.008
0.011
0.004
0.014

The symmetric exons or exon sets begin and end in the same phase.
The asymmetric sets begin and end in different phases. The expectations for the single exons were calculated from the observed intron
phases. The expectations for the sets of exons were calculated from the
prior observed frequencies of the subset exons. The percentage
difference with the symmetric exon or exon sets is calculated as
(observed 2 expected)yexpected.
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multiple of three.) A simpler interpretation is that there was
exon shuffling in the formation of the first genes.
Introns Correlate with Protein Structure
If genes had been put together from small shuffled pieces,
proteins should be made up of repeated small elements,
possibly elements of folding, although the evolutionary argument only requires elements that can be subject to natural
selection. Evolution requires only function; it does not require
biochemical structure. The prediction of the Exon Theory of
Genes is that there should be such elements that evolution has
selected, which we call modules, and that they should be
coextensive to exons.
By module, we mean a region of polypeptide chain that can
be circumscribed in space by a maximum diameter. If one
traces the Ca positions along the backbone of the polypeptide
chain in space and requires that all of the pairwise distances be
less than some maximum value, then this region of the chain
must fold back and forth in space. Putting a maximum length
over the Ca distances, roughly speaking, means that, as that
region of chain travels through space, it can be circumscribed
by a sphere of that diameter.
How might one define the boundaries of such modules? The
module notion was first introduced by Mitiko Go in the early
1980s and was used to predict the existence of novel introns.
She used it (12) to suggest that there should be a novel intron
in globin and that the intron was later discovered in the
leghemoglobin of plants. We used that same idea to predict the
existence of positions in which one might find introns in
triosephosphate isomerase (13, 14). One difficulty with this
notion, and a challenge that the introns-late supporters have
made, is that this concept of compactness does not provide a
sharp view of where the boundaries are to be. The ‘‘spheres’’
overlap, and one does not have a clean definition of where one
module stops and the next begins. We have converted this
difficulty into a virtue (6) by suggesting that one should take
the overlap regions between the spheres that surround the
folded portions and, rather than asking for a single intron to
be added at a precise position, define these overlaps as
“boundary regions” within which introns might lie. Such
boundary regions are designed such that, if one put an intron
into each of those regions along the gene, the gene product
would be dissected into modules less than the specified diameter. This notion is well defined, and one can now write a
computer program to define those regions.
Fig. 1 shows this definition of the boundary regions for
globin. By constructing a distance plot, a Go plot, of all
pairwise distances between Ca positions along the protein and
marking all distances .28 Å in black, one can easily see that
the five large triangles along the diagonal identify the longest
segments of polypeptide chain that lie in 28-Å modules and
that the four small overlap triangles define the boundary
regions. The gene thus is divided into two portions, one that
corresponds to modules and another that corresponds to
boundary regions.
This yields a very simple statistical test. The boundary
regions are approximately one-third of a gene: Do introns lie
preferentially in these regions, or are their positions random?
Again, we considered ancient conserved regions, choosing
ones that correspond to three-dimensional structures homologous to bacterial genes without introns and to eukaryotic
sequences with introns, to ask: Do those intron positions in the
eukaryotic homologs tend to lie in the boundary regions or do
they not? The two theories predict quite opposite effects.
These are all derived introns on the introns-late model, they
were added to the preexisting gene, and their positions should
be random. The early-intron model predicts that these positions should fall in the boundary regions.

FIG. 1. Go plot for horse hemoglobin. The black spots represent
pairs of amino acids whose a-carbons are separated by 28 Å or more.
The five large triangles correspond to modules. Boundary regions
(BR) are defined by the overlap of these triangles.

Using 28 Å to define the modules, a size that was used before
to define modules for triosephosphate isomerase or globin, we
examined a set of 32 ancient proteins and a corresponding set
of 570 intron positions. The random expectation was to find
182.5 introns in the boundary regions, but we found 214. That
is a 17% excess, not a big number, but there are so many
positions that the x2 is 8 and the P value is less than 0.005.
One might wonder if there could be some other reason,
rather than ancient introns, that introns might lie within the
boundary regions. One possibility might be the existence of
some special sequences in the boundary regions, or some
sequence biases, that could serve as targets for insertion. We
have examined the sequences in the boundary regions and do
not find any particular sequence or compositional bias at the
amino acid level or the DNA level. Occasionally, people
conjecture that introns might have targeted sequences like
AGG or AGGT, ‘‘proto-splicing’’ sequences, but there is no
excess of those sequences in the boundary regions. Craik and
his coworkers once suggested that introns might lie on the
surface of proteins (15), thus one might think that the boundary regions perhaps are on the surface of the proteins and that
is why introns are in those regions. However, in this set of
proteins, neither the boundary regions nor the introns are
biased toward the surface (6).
So far, we have not been able to identify any bias-dependent
model that would put introns into the boundary regions. The
hypothesis we are testing, the Exon Theory of Genes, says that
intron positions should lie within these boundary regions. Even
though some introns may have been added in the course of
evolution, even though some introns may have been lost, even
though some introns may have moved, and even though the
protein structure may have altered since it was put together,
one can still see an excess there.
A further argument that the excess of intron positions in the
boundary regions is due to intron antiquity is found in the
examination of an ‘‘ancient’’ subset of the intron positions. We
examined those introns that have the same, or similar, positions in three of the four groups: plants, vertebrates, invertebrates, and fungi. Of the 20 introns in this subset, 13 lie in the
boundary regions whereas only 6.5 are expected. That is a
100% excess, as opposed to the 17% excess overall. Thus, in a
group that is selected to be ancient, we found a higher bias.
(That bias was significantly different from the 17%; the x2 for
the difference between 100% and 17% was 6.5, a P value '
0.01.) This finding is further support for the idea that the
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underlying signal is due to ancient introns. If the pattern is
simply one of biased insertion, then any subset should simply
have a value ranging around the 17% excess.
The 28 Å size was purely arbitrary, a particular one that we
had used historically. It worked, and we had chosen that size
before we knew that this analysis would work, but there was no
profound reason for that size. Because we have a computer
program that can take any diameter and decompose the
protein into modules corresponding to that diameter, we can
ask: Is there some optimal decomposition? Fig. 2 shows the
results of varying the module diameters from 6 Å, which is
one amino acid apart along the chain, out to 50 Å and plotting
the x2 values for the significance of the excess of introns within
the boundary regions. Fig. 2 shows three peaks of significance:
one peak corresponding to an '21-Å diameter, one of an
'28-Å diameter, and one of an '33-Å diameter. The peaks
rise to probabilities ' 0.001. This is a strong statistical argument that there are three differently sized structural elements
in these proteins that are correlated with intron positions.
(One might worry that the curve shows a statistical calculation
repeated a thousand times; if the phenomenon had been purely
random, at least one of the points should have yielded a P value
of 0.001. If one examines the underlying distribution of the
excess of intron positions, one sees that it is robust: Smooth
peaks appear in the excess of the observed intron positions
over the expectations.)
Thus, we conclude that intron positions are correlated with
modules of three different diameters: 21 Å, 28 Å, and 33 Å.
Can we understand these modules in a more informative way?
We can ask about the average length of the polypeptide chain
contained within each of these modules, which is equivalent to
asking for the average length of the hypothetical exons predicted by the computer program. Fig. 3 shows that the 21-Å
modules have an average length of 15 amino acid residues; the
28-Å modules have an average length of 22 residues; and the

FIG. 2. x2 distribution for the matching of intron positions to the
boundary regions of 32 ancient proteins as a function of module
diameter. The 570 intron positions were drawn from version 90 of
GenBank. There are three major peaks of significance around module
diameters of 21, 28, and 33 Å.
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FIG. 3. Lengths of predicted modules for the peaks of significance
around 21, 28, and 33 Å. The three peaks correspond to distributions
centered around 15, 22, and 30 amino acid residues in length.

33-Å modules have an average length of 30 residues (with a
considerable spread). We have given a very strong statistical
argument, with P values ' 0.001, that introns define elements
of protein structure with sizes of 15, 22, and 30 residues. This
feature is exactly what the Exon Theory of Genes suggested
back in 1987.
Recently, we went back to the database. Since the calculation was first done, there are 90 more introns, 662 in total, so
we can redo the calculation to see if it is better or worse. Most
of the novel intron positions have come in through the
Caenorhabditis elegans project, so they represent great evolutionary distances from many that were in the database before.
With the new data, the peaks improve in statistical significance. Fig. 4 shows that the peak at 21 Å rises to a x2 ' 19, and
both it and the peak at 28 Å rise to a P value less than 0.0001.
Currently, we are analyzing the shapes that make up these
peaks. The peak at 21 Å, for the set of 32 proteins, arises from
a set of 822 modules. Because we know the structures of the
proteins, we know the three-dimensional structures of each of
these modules, and we can search for signs of exon shuffling.
The hypothesis that we are testing not only says that there
should be correlations of ancient introns with these modules
but also that there should be a pattern of reuse of these
elements. What we expect to find is that some 21-Å regions,
some 28-Å regions, and some 33-Å regions will have been used
over and over again. Once we have a classification of shapes
that are reused, we will ask for further evidence that those
shapes correspond to shuffled exons. Such evidence would be
that those modules that have been reused are ones correlated
with introns or that those modules that have been reused show
sequence similarities that would suggest a divergent evolution.
At this time, we know these patterns only very crudely. The
most common module is an a-helix followed by a turn and a
strand; '8–10% of all shapes at 21 Å are of that form. Then
there are strand–turn–helix shapes, helix–turn–helix, and
strand–turn–strand shapes repeating in the 21 Å peak. The
other peaks contain more complicated shapes.
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introns have sharp statistical significance. As the databases
continue to increase in the future, these tests will become even
more convincing.
Issues of Selection and Adaptation

FIG. 4. The same analysis shown in Fig. 2 (dashed line) was
repeated using a database of intron positions based on GenBank
version 96 (662 intron positions, continuous line). The peaks around
21, 28, and 33 Å now reach x2 values around 19, 15, and 13,
respectively.

DISCUSSION
We have reviewed here two strong, statistical arguments that
there were ancient introns used to shuffle exons in the first
genes. Both arguments detect a signal of the presence of
ancient introns in today’s intron spectrum, over a background
that could be due to new introns, to moved introns, or to
mutation and change of the protein structures. Both arguments, intron phase correlations and intron correlation to
modules, were applied to ancient conserved regions of gene
sequence. These are regions of sequence conserved between
prokaryotes and eukaryotes; thus, these genes, on any theory,
came into existence early in evolution, possibly in the progenote, certainly in the cenancestor, the last common ancestor.
These regions are colinear between the prokaryotic forms and
their eukaryotic homologs.
It is for these ancient conserved regions especially that the
two theories make the most divergent predictions. All forms of
introns-late theories assert that these genes came into existence before there were spliceosomal introns. Hence, all of the
introns in their eukaryotic counterparts had to be inserted
during the course of evolution; they must be derived characters
because the prokaryotic form, on those theories, was created
as a continuous whole. No exon shuffling can have intervened
for these eukaryotic counterparts because they are colinear to
the prokaryotic forms. Conversely, all introns-early theories
predict that these proteins actually were assembled from exons
in the progenote or later by exon shuffling. During the
evolution of the prokaryotes, these theories predict that all of
the introns were lost. Only in the eukaryotic forms did (some
of) these introns survive.
Thus, for these introns, one theory says all were added, and
thus should obey random statistics, and the other theory
predicts that the current introns will show correlations due to
their ancient origin. The databases of gene sequences have so
increased in size that one can show that these traces of ancient

Are the introns under selection? In general, we argue that they
are not. The hypothesis that the role of introns was to speed
up evolution by increasing the recombination between exons is
not based on the idea that they therefore were selected for that
use. Such an idea would be a wrong teleological view, i.e., that
they are present because they aid future selection. Rather, our
view is that they are present because the easy path in the past
that lead to the creation of a gene used them and that they have
not yet been removed by selective pressure. Although the
introns are not under any selective pressure in general, where
there has been pressure on DNA size there would have been
loss of introns, such as in prokaryotes, Arabidopsis, or other
small genome organisms. Drosophila, for example, recently has
been shown to have a high deletion frequency for unneeded
DNA (16) associated with genome slimming, which suggests
that many current introns in Drosophila may be adaptive and
be maintained by such features as enhancers or gene expression timing. Many introns in Drosophila are very small, which
may reflect the deletion pressure for loss of sequence that still
does not go to completion because of the difficulty of removing
the intron exactly. Gerald Fink (17) suggested that, in S.
cerevisae, a special mechanism (in that case a runaway reverse
transcriptase) led to the loss of introns as a result of bombarding the genome with cDNA copies of spliced messengers.
Could natural selection on added introns create the observed correlation between introns and protein features? Such
models fail because, for these ancient conserved genes, they
involve selection for a future purpose. One such model, for
example, hypothesizes that, as introns are being added to these
ancient (continuous) genes, a well formed exon is shuffled off
for use in some other gene and hence selected for. In reality,
selection could fix that novel exon in the new gene in the
population, but that selection would fail to fix the correct
ancestral (donor) form of the gene in the population. (If the
organisms had sex, then the donor form is unlinked and hence
not fixed. If the organism had only one linkage group, so that
the donor form would be fixed by piggybacking, so too would
all of the wrongly inserted introns everywhere in the genome.)

CONCLUSION
We have examined a large set of introns in ancient conserved
regions. All of these introns should have been derived, late
features if the first genes had been continuous. We found,
however, that these introns show patterns of correlation to the
gene sequence and to the protein structure of the gene
products that are consistent with the predictions of The Exon
Theory of Genes.
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